61290 Huckleberry Place
Bend, OR 97702
888.745.7568 office & fax
OR License# 6228736

Jenkins Residence: 1864 E. Hillary Ct. Simi Valley, CA 930265
I have been asked to determine whether Tri Tech (“Combined”) estimate titled “JENKINS_DANIEL_EST”
created 6/7/2012 was used as the basis for the “Award” estimate titled “AWARD_JENKINS” created 1/17/2013. I
can say without a doubt that yes, the “Award” estimate was created using the Tri Tech “Combined” estimate as a
base. I reached this conclusion by analyzing the ESX files of both estimates.
Every assignment from a carrier comes with “Project Notes” indicating the claim information as it is
known at the time of the assignment. Both the “Combined” and “Award” estimates have identical Project Notes.
In this case, the carrier was ACSC and the original assignment was sent to Tri Tech via XactNet on 10/16/2009.
These notes can be changed or deleted easily. I routinely change them in my work to maintain the
integrity of my work product, and to clarify ownership. In this case, a direct copy was taken and the Estimator was
changed from Ray Boykin (Tri Tech) to Douglas Jackson (SGD).
The original sketch was modified for unknown reasons. Rooms were renamed and some measurements
changed, but most stayed in their original dimensions and names. The pictures below show that “Bedroom #2”
was changed to “Bedroom 2” with minor changes (including removal of a doorway), but the subroom “Room5 (1)”
remained unchanged in name and dimension.

(“Combined” sketch from Xactimate)

(“Award” sketch from Xactimate)
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There were several line items which were not part of the original estimate plus the supplements in the
“Combined” estimate created by Tri‐Tech which show up in identical fashion in both the “Combined” and “Award”
estimates. The following illustrates this:

"Combined" ESX
Line #

444
392
377
352
349
348
347
346
345
344
343
342
330
164

JENKINS_DANIEL_EST

"Award" ESX

Description

QTY

Line #

Furnace ‐ forced air ‐ high efficiency ‐ 120,000 BTU
Mask and prep for paint ‐ plastic, paper, tape (per LF)
Mask and prep for paint ‐ plastic, paper, tape (per LF)
Batt insulation ‐ 4" ‐ R11
Carpet Pad
Outlet
Phone, TV, or speaker outlet
Switch
Rewire ‐ average residence ‐ copper wiring
Texture drywall ‐ heavy hand texture
Texture drywall ‐ machine
1/2" drywall ‐ hung, taped, ready for texture
Clean shelving ‐ wire (vinyl coated)
Ceramic tile ‐ bullnose ‐ 2" x 6"

1
85
85
98
134
4
1
1
134
134
392
526
16
10

477
416
396
371
368
367
366
365
364
363
362
361
349
171

AWARD_JENKINS

Description

QTY

Furnace ‐ forced air ‐ high efficiency ‐ 120,000 BTU
Mask and prep for paint ‐ plastic, paper, tape (per LF)
Mask and prep for paint ‐ plastic, paper, tape (per LF)
Batt insulation ‐ 4" ‐ R11
Carpet Pad
Outlet ‐ High grade
Phone, TV, or speaker outlet
Switch ‐ High grade
Rewire ‐ average residence ‐ copper wiring
Texture drywall ‐ heavy hand texture
Texture drywall ‐ machine
1/2" drywall ‐ hung, taped, ready for texture
Clean shelving ‐ wire (vinyl coated)
Ceramic tile ‐ bullnose ‐ 2" x 6"

1
85
85
98
134
4
1
1
134
134
392
526
16
10

It is clear that Douglas Jackson used the original estimate file as assigned to Tri Tech as the basis of his “Award”
estimate. Individual line items were heavily edited from the original. The “Award” estimate is not an
independently created work product of either Douglas Jackson or SGD, Inc.
If you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to call or email.
Sincerely,
Andy McCabe
Claims Consultant & Licensed Adjuster
888.745.7568
Andy@ClaimsDelegates.com

